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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will be concerned with solutions of boundary value 
problems associated with the nth order differential equation 
I 3”‘) = ,f’(x, y, 1” )...) ]“‘I I’), (1) 
where we assume throughout that 
(i) f(x, y, ,..., y,,): (a, h) x R” -+ R is continuous, and 
(ii) (~?fl~Yy;) (.u, y, ,..., y,,): (a, h) x R” -+ R, 1 < i 6 n, are continuous. 
In particular, under certain assumptions concerning the disconjugacy or 
disfocality of (1 ), we will consider the differentiability of solutions of (1) 
with respect to boundary conditions (both boundary values and boundary 
points). In so doing, we will prove an analogue of a theorem of Peano’s 
which appears in Hartman’s text [ 1, Theorem 3.1, p. 951, with the con- 
sideration therein being with the differentiation of solutions of (1) with 
respect to initial conditions. In this setting, given a solution y(x) of (1) we 
are also interested in solutions of the linear nth order differential equation 
dr7) = ,;, E (x, y(x), y’(x) )...) y’” ‘j(x)) z’! 1’. (2) 
Equation (2) is called the variational equation along the solution y(x) c$‘( 1). 
In the last several years, some authors have studied relationships 
between solutions of (l), derivatives of those solutions with respect to 
boundary values, and solutions of (2), when certain disconjugacy or dis- 
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focality hypotheses were imposed. For example, see Henderson [2], Peter- 
son [3-53, and Sukup [6] and the references therein. 
For the types of disconjugacy and disfocality in which we are interested 
in this work, we give the following definitions: 
DEFINITIONS (a) Let 2 Q k <n be given and let m,,..., mk be positive 
integers such that Cf= , mi = n. Given a < X, < . < .xk < h, if 
y”‘(X,) = zyx,), O<i<m,- 1, 1 <j<k, 
implies y(x) E z(x) on [x,, x,], where v(x) and z(x) are solutions of (1) 
then we say that (1) is (m, ,..., mk) disconjugate on (a, 6). 
(b) Let 2 s k d n be given and let m, ,..., mk be positive integers such 
that Cl=, mj = n. Let .sO = 0, and for 1 < r <k, let S, = x;=, m,. Given u < 
x,-c ... <x,<b, if 
y”‘(Xj) = Z”‘(Xj), s- , di<s,- 1, 1 <j<k, 
implies J(X) 3 z(x) on [x,, x,], where j(x) and z(x) are solutions of (1) 
then we say that (1) is right (m, ,..., m,)-disfocal on (a, b). 
Cm l ,..., mk) disconjugacy and right (m, ,..., m,)-disfocality for (2) along a 
solution y(x) of (1) are defined similarly. 
We will be concerned with an analogue of the following theorem of 
Peano: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let X~E (a, 6) and y(x) E y(x; x,,, c1 ,..., c,,) denote the 
solution of (1) satisfying the initial conditions 
Y (‘- ‘)(x0) = c;, 1 didn, 
and let (~1, W)S (a, b) be the maximal interval of existence of y(x). Then 
(a) For each 1 6 i < n, dy/&, exists on (CL, o) and 51, E ay/ac, is the 
solution of the variational equation (2) along y(x) and satisfies the initial 
conditions 
lx:'- ')(x0) = 6,, I < jfn. 
(b) ay/ax, exists on (a, o) and /3 G ay/ax, is the solution of the 
variational equation (2) along y(x) and sati$es the initial conditions 
/I”- ‘)(x0) = --y”‘(X(J, 1 <jdn. 
(c) ay/ano= -c:L, ycf’fx,) (aypc,). 
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2. DTSCONJUGACY AND DIFFERENTIATION WITH RESPECT 
TO BOUNDARY POINTS 
In [3, 4, 61, it is proven that under suitable disconjugacy hypotheses 
on (1) and (2), solutions of conjugate type boundary value problems for 
(1) can be differentiated with respect to certain boundary values and that 
the resulting functions are solutions of related boundary value problems 
for equation (2). Of primary interest in this section, we prove that under 
the same type of disconjugacy hypotheses, solutions of conjugate type 
boundary value problems for (1) can also be differentiated with respect to 
boundary points. Relating these latter functions to those obtained via 
differentiation with respect to boundary values, we obtain an analogue of 
Theorem 1.1. 
The following theorem is a standard application of the Brouwer 
Invariance of Domain Theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 2 6 k 6 n he given and let m,,..., mk be positive 
integers such that cf=, m, = n. Assume that (1) is (m, ,..., mk) disconjugate 
on (a, h). Let u(x) be a solution of (1) with maximal interval qf existence 
((x, w) G (a, h) and let CI < x0 < x, < . < xk < xk + , < o he given. Then there 
existso>Osuchthat Ix-t,l<fi, l<j<k, lu”‘(x,)-yo]<6,0<i<m,-1, 
1 < j < k, imply there exists a unique solution u&(x) qf (1) whose maximal 
interval of existence (CC,, w,) I [x,, xk+ ,] and is such that 
ul;‘(t,) = Y,,, Odidm,-1, l<j<k, 
and {u;)(x)} converges uniformly to u(‘)(x), as 6 -+ 0, on [x,, xk + ,I, for 
each O<i<n- 1. 
COROLLARY. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. Let 1 < 16 k be 
given. Then the set 
T= {te(x, 1,-x/+1 )I there exists a solution y,(x) of (1) 
satisfying y$‘)(x,) = u(‘)(x,), 0 < i 6 mi- 1, 1 <j < k, j # 1, 
and yj’)( t) = uCi’(x,), 0 d i < m, - 1 } 
is an open set. 
For notational purposes, under the conditions of the Corollary, given 
t E T, denote the corresponding solution y,(x) by u(x; x, ,..., x,-, , t, xl+, ,..., 
xk, UOl ,‘.., umkp ,.k), where u”‘(x~) = u;,, 0 <i<mj- 1, 1 < j<k. In terms of 
(ml ,..., mk) disconjugacy, the next theorem is an analogue of Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 2 <k < n be given and let m,,..., mk be positive 
integers such that Cr=, m, = n. Assume that (1) and the variational equation 
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(2) along all solutions y(x) of (1) are (m, ,..., mk) disconjugate on (a, b). Let 
u(x) he a solution of ( 1) with maximal interval of existence (c(, 0) G (a, h). 
Let CI < x1 < . ’ . < xk < co be given, so that u(x) = u(x; x1 ,..., xk, uO, ,..., 
u,,,~  l,k)r where uCi)(xI) = uii, 0 < i < mj - 1, 1 <j d k. Then 
(a) For each 1 ,<l<k and Odrdm,- 1, au/au,, exists on (cc, W) and 
y,,r au/&,, is the solution of the variational equation (2) along u(x) and 
satisfies the boundary conditions 
y$‘(x,) = 0, O<i<m,-1, lGj<k,j#l, 
yj;‘(x,) = 0, O<iim,- 1, ifr, 
Y$‘(X,) = 1. 
(b) For each 1 d 16 k, auldx, exists on (cc, co) and z E &/3x, is the 
solution of the variational equation (2) along u(x) and satisfies the boundary 
conditions 
and 
zji’(x,) = 0, O<i<mj- 1, 1 <,j<k, j#I, 
zji’(x,) = -u”+ ‘)(x,), O<i<m,- 1. 
(c) For each 1 < I < k, 
g (x) = - mg ’ lP+ ‘yx,) g, (x). 
r = 0 
Proof Under disconjugacy hypotheses closely related to those of this 
theorem, Peterson [3,4] has proven theorems very similar to statement 
(a) concerning differentiation with respect to boundary values. The details 
of the argument for (a) are analogous to those used in [3,4] and hence we 
omit that part of the proof. 
For part (b), let 1 < I Q k be given, let 6 be as in Theorem 2.1, and let 
h # 0 be such that Ihl < 6. Define 
Z/h(X) = 
u(x; XI ,...t x/ + k..., xk, &I ,..., u,nk . ,,k) 
h 
and let 
u(x; x1 ,..., X/Y-, xk, &,I ,..., %,- ,,k) 
h 
fl;= u”‘(x,; xl,-, X/,-Y xk, %I,-., u,m- ,.k), m,<i<n- 1. 
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and 
Ej = Ei(h) = u”‘(X,+ h; x, ,...) x/ + h )..., Xk, uo, ,..., UrnkP ,,k) - pi, 
m,<i<n-1. 
Then from Theorem2.1, E~-+O as h-0, for m,di<n- 1. 
Now let y(x; 1,, c, ,..., c,) denote the solution of the initial value problem 
for (1) satisfying y” - “(io) = ci, 1 < i < n. Then, by utilizing a telescoping 
sum, we have 
1 7 b 0, = - h u(x; XI >..., x/ + A,..., xk, uo, ,..., u,, ~ ,,k) 
- dx; x1 ,...> x/~-., xk, %I, ,.“, u,,q ~ ,,k 
)I 
=; (Y( ~;x/+h,uo/,u,/,...,u, ,-,,, ,Bm,+~m,,Bm,+,+~m,+,,...rljn~~,+~,,~,) 
-Yk x/2 uo/, UI/Y? urn, - I./, fin,,, Bm,+ , ,..., Bn- ,I} 
=;a4 v,+h, uo/, u,/,...,u,,- ,,,r Bm,+&m,~/I,,+I+&,,+,,...,jjn~,+&,,~~,) 
-Jo;-x/2 UOI? UI/Y> kn-,.,,Bn2,+L,, pm,+, +E,,+ I,..., fin-, +E,- ,)I 
+ CY(K X/T uo/, UIIY.3 urn, ,.,, B,, + Gn,, Bm,, , + Em,+ , ,..., Bn - , + E,, ,) 
-Ax; x/2 UOl? UI/Y> u,, 1.1, P,,, pm,+ , + fL,+ , ,..., B,, , + E,, , )] 
+ c Y(& -x/, uo/, UI/,...,U,,~I,/,8,,,8,,,+,+E,,,+,,...,B,I~ ,+&,-,I 
-L’k,~,, ~O/~~I/~~~.,~m,~~,.,,P~,‘B~,+ I,..., Bn-,+Ew ,)I 
+ - . . . 
+ [Ax; XI, uo/>-9 urn, 1.13 Pm,, Pm,+ , 5”., P,, , + E,, ,) 
- Yk x/, ~O/Y~ %I- I,/? Pm,, P,, + 1 >..., B, ~ , )I >. 
It follows from Theorem 1.1 that 
zdx) =; {hB(x; Y( x; x,+ k UO/Y, u,,- I,/? 8,,+ E,,,,..., B,-, +s, - 1)) 
+ %&?7,(X; Ax; XI, ~O/Y~~ um,p I./? Pm, + CT?,, Pm,. , + %,+ , ?...> P, , + En- I)) 
+E m,+ I %,+ ‘(Xi Yk x/5 UO/r-7 urn,- I,/? Pm,, Pm,+ , + L,+ I ,...> B, , + E,- I)) 
+ . . . 
+ Et2 ~ I cf,, ‘(Xi Yk X/Y ~O/Y~ urn,- I,,, Pm,, P,,, ,‘...> Bn - I + J% ~ 1 ,,>, t-f) 
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where fi(x; y(x)) denotes the solution of the initial value problem for the 
variational equation (2) satisfying 
mx,; y(x)) = - p+ ‘1(x,), 0 < i < n - 1, 
along the solution y(x) of (l), where for 0 <j< n - 1, o(~(x; y(x)) denotes 
the solution of the initial value problem for the variational equation (2) 
satisfying 
a,!‘)(x,; y(x)) = 6,, O<i,<n- 1, 
along the solution y(x) of (1) and where K is between 0 and h, and E, is 
between 0 and sir m,<idn- 1. 
Now, it is the case from the construction of Z/~(X) that 
zj;jx,, = 0, O<idm,- 1, l< j<k, j#l. 
Consequently, we have the following system of n -m, linear equations in 
n - m, unknowns: 
=C”Ll$tj; y(x; x,, u ()I,..., u 
h m,~i,/,~m,+~,,,,~...~~n~,+E,~-.,)) 
+ . . . 
Odi6mj- 1,1 <j<k, j#I. (*I 
Since (2) is (m,,..., mk) disconjugate along the solution u(x), it follows that 
D # 0, where D is the determinant of the n-m, x n -m, matrix whose jth 
column, for 1 d j < n - m,, is given by 
where i = m, + j - 1. Hence, by continuity, for h sufficiently small, D(h) # 0, 
where D(h) is the determinant appropriately defined in terms of the coef- 
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licients of Ei/h which appear in the system (*), and consequently for 
m,<i<n- 1, 
where the arguments of CC!‘) and p ‘j) have been suppressed. As h + 0, 
D(h) -+ D and so for m, < i < n - 1, E;(h)/h + Di/D, as h + 0, where D, is 
the determinant of the n - m,x n- m, matrix obtained by replacing the 
appropriate column of the matrix defining D by 
As a result of this and recalling (t), we have 
e (x) = 1’ Irn zrh(x) = /?(x; u(x)) + “2’ % CX~(X; u(x)). 
h + 0 I = 171, 
Hence, z,(x) = (&/ax,) is a solution of the variational equation (2) along 
U(X) and satisfies the boundary conditions, 
$‘(x,) = 0, Odidm,- 1, 1 ,<j,<k, j#l, 
and 
zj’jx,) = /?“‘(x,; u(x)) +; ‘ti’ D&“(x,; u(x)) 
y=m, 
= -u”+ “(x,) +; “2’ D, S,, 
Y = m, 
= -u(i+ l)(x,), O<i<m,- 1. 
This completes the proof of part (b). 
Assertion (c) is immediate from the (m,,..., mk) disconjugacy of (2) along 
U(X) and the principle of superposition. The proof of the theorem is 
complete. 
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3. RIGHT DISFOCALITY AND DIFFERENTIATION WITH 
RESPECT TO BOUNDARY POINTS 
We present in this section, in terms of right disfocality assumptions on 
( 1) and (2), another analogue of Theorem 1.1. In Henderson [2] and 
Peterson [5], under disfocality conditions similar to the disconjugacy 
assumptions of Section 2, it has been proven that solutions of right focal 
type boundary value problems for (1) can be differentiated with respect o 
certain boundary values. In our result in this setting, with the same type of 
right disfocality hypotheses, it is also the case that solutions of (1) can be 
differentiated with respect to boundary points. 
The arguments for the following theorem concerning the differentiation 
of solutions of (1) with respect o boundary values can be drawn from [2] 
and [5]. Moreover, for the part concerning differentiation with respect o 
boundary points, the technique used in the proof of Theorem 2.2(b) can be 
easily adapted here. We will omit the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 2 < k d n be given and let m, ,..., mk be positive 
integers such that xf= I mi = n. Assume that ( I ) and the variational equation 
(2) along all solutions y(x) of (I) are right (m,,..., m,)-disfocal on (a, b). 
Let u(x) be a solution qf (1) with maximal interval I$ existence 
@,xuJ;(a,b). Let OL<X, < ... <xkC;~ be given and denote u(x) by 
The; 
,..., xk, UOI >‘.., u,, ,,k 3 ) where u’(x,)=uii, s, .,<i<sj-I, l<j<k. 
(a) For each 1 6 1 d k and s,- , < r < s,- 1, &/au,, exists on (c(, w) 
and yr-r z &/au,, is the solution of the variational equation (2) along u(x) and 
satisfies the boundary conditions 
y$‘(x,) = 0, s,-,dids;-1, l<j<k,j#l, 
yj;‘(x,) = 0, s,-, <ids,- 1, ifr, 
y’;‘(x,) = 1. T 
(b) For each 1 6 I B k, au/ax, exists on (CI, w) and zI E au/ax, is the 
so&ion of the uariational equation (2) along u(x) and satisfies the boundary 
conditions 
and 
zjqx., = 0 / ’ s,-, <i&s,- 1, 1 <j<k, j#I, 
zj”(X,) = -U(‘f “(X,), st I < i<s,- 1. 
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(c) For each 1 <l<k, 
g;x) = - y zP+ “(Xl) -& (x). 
r=.s,-, 
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